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PART 5   
TERMS AND USES DEFINED 
The following words, terms, and phrases, when used in this Code, shall have the meaning ascribed to 
them in this section. 
 
Active Use, Ground Floor 
A use that attracts pedestrian activity, provides access to the general public, and conceals uses designed 
for parking and other non-habitable spaces if present. Ground floor active uses generally include, but are 
not limited to, retail, commercial, restaurants, coffee shops, libraries, institutions, education and cultural 
facilities, entrance lobbies, or residential (where permitted).  
Architectural Features 
Building components attached to or part of a facade and consisting generally of projections intended to 
provide architectural character and facade articulation.  
Architectural Treatment 
The provision of architectural and/or landscape elements on a facade which serve to visually screen non-
active uses. 
Building Frontage 
The linear distance along the exterior building wall that faces a public right-of-way abutting the lot on 
which the building is located. 
Building Frontage Percentage 
The percentage of a building façade that is generally parallel, facing, or oriented toward a street and that 
lies within the minimum and maximum setback area allowed and shall include a principal building and active 
use.    
Courtyard Building Typology 
A DPOD TO Building Typology that is a multifamily dwelling that is distinguished by the provision of an 
open-air courtyard or atrium. The courtyard is enclosed on at least three sides by habitable space and shall 
provide penetrable openings such as windows and doors between the interior of the dwelling and the 
courtyard. 
Courtyard House Typology 
A DPOD TO Building Typology that is a multifamily dwelling that is distinguished by the provision of an 
open-air courtyard or atrium. The courtyard is enclosed on at least three sides by habitable space and shall 
provide penetrable openings such as windows and doors between the interior of the dwelling and the 
courtyard. 
Covered Structures 
Non-habitable areas such as storage areas, restroom facilities, vertical circulation access ways, open air 
structures such as cabanas, gazebos, trellis and other similar structures which accommodate outdoor 
common areas.  
Designated Open Space 
An outdoor, at-grade space dedicated to the public and including greens, squares, and plazas as indicated 
on the DPOD's TO’s Designated Open Space and Greenway System Plan.  
District, Overlay Zoning 
A zoning district that encompasses one or more underlying zoning districts and that imposes additional 
requirements above those required by the underlying zoning district.  
Encroachment 
The maximum allowed projection of a building element beyond the minimum setback or into an adjacent 
public right-of-way. 
Facade Articulation 
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The provision of architectural features or treatment on a facade. 
Flex Building Typology 
A DPOD TO Building Typology generally of a single massing element designed to respond to changes of 
function in a flexible way.  The flex building is able to accept different internal configurations and easily 
adapt to its surroundings. 
Greenway 
See “Park or Plaza” 
A series of passages and open spaces, intended to form interconnected walkways providing recreation and 
pedestrian connectivity within a TO District, typically featuring landscaped and improved features. 
Habitable Space 
A space in a structure which involves regular human presence occupation and is commonly used for living, 
sleeping, eating or cooking. Non-habitable Habitable space shall not include, but not be limited to, self-
service storage facilities, warehouses, utility space, building service areas such as storage, mechanical, 
electrical and trash and areas devoted to the parking of vehicles in parking garage structures.  
Liner Building Typology 
A DPOD TO Building Typology that conceals a garage, or other faceless building, that is designed for active 
use. 
Live/work 
A type of Mixed-use development that combines a nonresidential use with a residential dwelling unit. Both 
the non-residential and the residential uses in the live-work unit shall be occupied by a common owner or 
tenant 
Mixed-Use Development 
A mixed-use development is a multi-story building where a majority of the ground floor is used for 
Commercial Uses and dwelling units are typically located on the second floor or higher.  
Open Space 
Any parcel or area of land or water essentially unimproved by permanent Buildings and open to the sky, 
excluding open parking areas; such space shall be reserved for public or private Use. Open Spaces may 
include Parks, Greens, Squares, Courtyards, Gardens, Playgrounds, or associated landscaped areas. 
Open Space, Private 
Open space that is intended solely for the use of building occupants.  
Open Space, Public or Publicly Accessible 
A ground floor open space for public use and public accessibility abutting a public street on at least one 
side and with unencumbered pedestrian access from the public sidewalk or right-of-way for the general 
public at all times.  
Open Space, Semi-Public 
A ground floor open space intended primarily for use by building occupants but may have limited public 
access. 
Pedestrian Passages 
Interconnected paved Walkways walkways that provide pedestrian passage through lots or blocks, allowing 
access to the primary entrance of a building and a mode of transportation. These passages can and that 
connect directly with the network of sidewalks and open spaces. 
Podium 
The lower portion of the TO District’s Tower Building Typology on which the tower rests. 
Projection, horizontal 
Any facade surface or building component which protrudes from the main building facade plane, including, 
but not limited to, architectural features, awnings, balconies, canopies, colonnades and porches. 
Regulating Plan 
A controlling plan which demonstrates DPOD TO development standards in both words and diagrams, and 
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includes maps designating the locations where the various standards apply. 
Side Yard House Building Typology 
A DPOD TO Building Typology which is a Single-Family - Zero Lot Line Dwelling unit distinguished by the 
provision of an uncovered unenclosed porch on the side of the house. The side porch is screened from the 
view of the street by a wall or fence located within the build-to zone. 
Street Designation 
A TO street classification system that regulates the characteristics of streets and rights-of-way with respect 
to spatial dimension, pedestrian and vehicular mobility and building active uses. Street designations vary in 
each TO District and generally consist of four types: primary, secondary, tertiary and alleys. 
Street Type Development Parameters 
DPOD TO design criteria that establish the required elements for the placement and size of the following: 
sidewalks, curbs and gutters, parking, medians, bike lanes, traffic lanes, street trees, and landscape strips in 
the public right of way. 
Tower Building Typology 
A DPOD TO Building Typology which is multi story, composed of a base (podium) and a tower, and 
organized around a central core where a part of the building is higher in proportion to its width and length. 
Townhouse 
A single dwelling unit in a group of such units that are attached horizontally in a linear arrangement to 
form a single building, with each unit occupying space from the ground to the roof of the building, and 
located or capable of being located on a separate townhouse lot. A townhouse development is 
considered a type of multifamily dwelling. 
 
 


